Many e-commerce websites use recommender systems or personalized rankers to personalize search results based on their previous interactions. However, a large fraction of users has no prior interactions, making it impossible to use collaborative filtering or rely on user history for personalization. Even the most active users may visit only a few times a year and may have volatile needs or different personas, making their personal history a sparse and noisy signal at best. This paper investigates how, when we cannot rely on the user history, the large scale availability of other user interactions still allows us to build meaningful profiles from the contextual data and whether such contextual profiles are useful to customize the ranking, exemplified by data from a major online travel agent Booking.com.
INTRODUCTION
ACM ISBN X-XXXXX-XX-X/XX/XX. DOI: 10.13140/RG.2. 1.2488.7288 In addition to the handful of general web search engines, there are millions of online e-commerce websites driving the online economy [17] . Many of these e-commerce websites are built around personalized search and recommendations systems. Amazon.com recommends books, Booking.com recommends accommodations and destinations, Netflix recommends movies, Reddit recommends news stories and so on. Recommender systems predict unknown ratings based on past or/and current information about users and items, such as past user ratings, user profiles, item descriptions. If this information is not available for new users or items, the recommender system runs into the Standard Cold Start Problem: it does not know what to recommend until the new, 'cold' user or item gets 'warmed-up', i.e. until enough information has been received to produce recommendations. For example, which hotels should be recommended to someone who visits Booking.com for the first time? If the recommender system is based on the history of users click' in the past, the first recommendations can only be made after the user has clicked on a couple of hotels on the website.
Several approaches have been proposed to deal with the coldstart problem, such as utilizing baselines for cold users [32] , combining collaborative filtering with content-based recommenders in hybrid systems [49] , eliciting ratings from new users [43] , promoting diversity in recommendations [23] , or exploiting the social network of users [50] . In particular, content-based approaches have been very successful in dealing with cold-start problems in collaborative filtering [48, 49] . However, these approaches deal explicitly with 'cold' users or items, and provide a 'fix' until enough information has been gathered to apply the core recommender system. Thus, rather than providing unified recommendations for 'cold' and 'warm' users, they temporarily bridge the period during which the user or item is 'cold' until it is 'warm'. This can be very successful in situations in which this warm-up period is short, and when warmed-up users or items stay warm.
However, in many practical e-commerce applications, users or items remain 'cold' for a long time, and can even 'cool down' again, leading to the Continuous Cold Start Problem (CoCoS ). For example in Booking.com, many users visit and book infrequently because they have only one or two vacations per year, leading to a prolonged cold-start and extreme sparsity of collaborative filtering matrices, see Figure 1 (A). In addition, even 'long term warm' users can cool down as they change their needs over time [27] ing from Booking.com of youth hostels for backpacking to booking of resorts for family vacations. Such 'cool-downs' can happen more frequently and rapidly for users who book accommodations for different travel purposes, e.g. for leisure holidays and business trips as shown in Figure 1 (B). Moreover, we have a mirror problem in the items to recommend: new items appear frequently leading to many items without prior interactions as shown in Figure 2 (A) for accommodations at Booking.com, and items can change their characteristics as shown in Figure 2 (B), making historical interactions a noisy signal. The CoCoS is ignored in the literature despite its relevance in industrial applications. Classical approaches to the cold-start problem fail in the case of a CoCoS , since they assume that users get warmed up in a reasonable time and stay warm after that. This paper proposes a new approach of using contextual user profiles for personalized search and recommendations in the context of a major online travel agent, Booking.com, in particular using the Destination Finder. Situational context provides powerful cues about user preferences that hold the promise to improve the quality of recommendations over the use of traditional long term interests [e.g., 4, 9, 11] . In this setup, rankings are computed based on the current context of the current visitor and the behavior of other users in similar contexts [e.g., 5, 22, 53] . This type of data is readily available in most e-commerce settings. This approach naturally addresses sparsity by clustering users into contexts. Since context is determined on a per-action basis, user volatility and multiple personas can be addressed robustly.
Working in a real world setting comes with specific challenges for search and recommendation systems [33] . First, in an online service, context is shallow but available at scale. Context can be almost anything-ranging from explicit user profiles to data about moods and attitudes-but explicit user context is typically not available in online services. There is an abundance of situational context (day, time, device, etc) in server logs which may hold important implicit contextual cues. Hence, although rich contextual information is not available for a large fraction of users, the large scale availability of implicit situational context may still allow us to capture essential context features. Second, if it's not fast it isn't working. Due to the volume of traffic, offline processing-done once for all users-comes at marginal costs, but online processing-done separately for each user-can be excessively expensive. Clearly, response times have to be sub-second, but even doubling the CPU or memory footprint comes at massive costs. Hence we cannot include implicit contextual features directly or build an adaptive model for each unique user, but we can build profiles offline and map incoming users to one of the profiles at negligible online processing costs.
We are trying to answer the following main research question: Can we automatically detect contextual user profiles and does customized ranking with these profiles improve travel search and recommendation? We breakdown of our general research problem into four specific research questions:
• RQ1: How to characterize the continuous cold start problem in travel recommendation?
We introduce and characterize the Continuous Cold Start Problem (CoCoS ) that happens when users or items remain 'cold' for a long time, and can even 'cool down' again after some time.
• RQ2: How to define and discover contextual user profiles from multi-criteria ranking data in an unsupervised setup?
We combine multi-criteria ranking data with the n-dimensional contextual space in order to discover contextual user profiles.
• RQ3: How to apply contextual user profiles for the ranking of travel destinations in a continuous cold start setting?
We propose a novel approach exploiting contextual user profiles which are defined as 'closely connected' regions of an n-dimensional contextual space.
• RQ4: How effective are contextual profiles for real-world users of the destination finder system in terms of user engagement measures?
We set up a large-scale online A/B testing evaluation with live traffic from Booking.com, and demonstrate how contextual travel ranking leads to a significant increase in user engagement. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the most relevant prior work, and position our paper with respect to it. The problem setup is introduced in Section 3. As our approach is generally applicable to any multi-criteria ranking data associated with standard contextual information from web logs, Section 4 outlines our approach as a general framework for discovering and using contextual user profiles. Next, in Section 5, we detail the specific application to our online travel agent service. In Section 6, we describe the results of the online evaluation of the approach in an A/B test with live traffic. Finally, Section 7 concludes our work in this paper and highlights future directions.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we review related work in the following two areas. First, we summarize previous work on the attempts to solve CoCoS . Second, we review approaches to build situational recommendations.
Cold Start Problem
In classical formulations of Recommender Systems (RS), the recommendation problem relies on ratings (R) as a mechanism of capturing user (U ) preferences for different items (I). The problem of estimating unknown ratings is formalized as follows: F : U × I → R. Due to practical applications, RS have been an expanding research area since the first papers on collaborative filtering in the 1990s [46, 51] . Many different recommendation approaches have been developed since then, in particular contentbased and hybrid approaches have supplemented the original collaborative approaches [2] . For instance, RS based on latent factor models have been effectively used to understand user interests and predict future actions [6, 7] . Such models work by projecting users and items into a lower-dimensional space, thereby grouping similar users and items together and subsequently computing similarities between them. This approach can run into data sparsity problems and into CoCoS when new items continuously appear. Although, to our knowledge, the CoCoS as defined in this work has not been directly addressed in the literature, several approaches are promising.
Tang et al. [57] propose a context-aware recommender system, implemented as a contextual multi-armed bandits problem. Although the authors report extensive offline evaluation (log based and simulation based) with acceptable CTR, no comparison is made from a cold-start problem standpoint.
Sun et al. [54] explicitly attack the user volatility problem. They propose a dynamic extension of matrix factorization where the user latent space is modeled by a state space model fitted by a Kalman filter. Generative data presenting user preference transitions is used for evaluation. Improvements of RMSE when compared to time SVD [34] are reported. Consistent results are reported in [18] , after offline evaluation using real data.
Tavakol and Brefeld [58] propose a topic driven recommender system. At the user session level, the user intent is modeled as a topic distribution over all the possible item attributes. As the user interacts with the system, the user intent is predicted and recommendations are computed using the corresponding topic distribution. The topic prediction is solved by factored Markov decision processes. Evaluation on an e-commerce data set shows improvements when compared to collaborative filtering methods in terms of average rank. This paper builds on our initial discussion of the cold start recommmendation problem in ecommerce practice [14] , and extends the initial experiments recommendation [31] by looking at ways to exploit the implicit context for increasing the effectiveness of travel recommendations in the real-world setting of Booking.com.
Context-Aware Recommendations
The radical departure from classical, two-dimensional RS is context-aware recommendation system (CARS) [3] , which attract an increasing attention in academic work [20, 21, 53] . Rating prediction in CARS relies primarily on the information of how (which rating, e.g. a user giving '3' of '5' stars to an item) and who (which user, e.g. gender, mood or nationality) rated what (which item, e.g. movie, news article, or hotel). This additional information is called context. The general formulation of CARS rating prediction takes into account the context dimension C as follows [3] :
Defining context is an important research question in itself. The structured definition of context was introduced in [16] . Multidimensional context C is defined as a group of contextual featurecategory pairs:
where Fn are contextual features, and vm are categories for Fn. For example, the contextual feature location has the contextual categories 'USA', the 'Netherlands' etc. Contextual categories are often predefined by taxonomies [12, 22, 63] . Alternatively, an unsupervised technique is used to discover contextual information [30, 38] . Moreover, context discovery can be formulated as an optimization problem [29] or a feature selection problem [60, 61] . Incorporating contextual information into CARS can be viewed as a separate area of research, and can be classified into three groups: pre-filtering, post-filtering and contextual modeling [3] . In the prefiltering approach, contextual conditions are projected on the items, thereby essentially reducing the problem to a classical RS problem. Adomavicius et al. [4] introduce a multidimensional approach taking various contextual aspects into account in collaborative filtering. They use a reduction based approach mapping a three-dimensional prediction function (of Equation 2) to a two-dimensional one. Baltrunas and Ricci [9, 11] introduce item splitting for dealing with context by generating new items, where context sensitive items are duplicated and the ratings divided over the respective contextual conditions, reducing it to a classical RS problem. This approach is expanded by Baltrunas and Ricci [10] and evaluated on synthetic and real world data sets.
Contextual information is initially ignored for post-filtering approaches, which also can be referred to as contextualization of the recommendation output [42] . The ratings are predicted using any traditional two dimensional RS set-up on the entire data. Then, the resulting set of recommendations is adjusted (contextualized) for each user using the contextual information.
A common context modeling approach is to use contextual information to expand the feature set, thus treating context as a predictive feature. For example, Rendle et al. [45] proposed a novel approach applying Factorization Machines [44] to model contextual information and provide context-aware rating predictions, using context explicitly specified by a user to expand the set of predictive features.
Tensor Factorization, which is a generalization of Matrix Factorization, allows a flexible and generic integration of contextual information by modeling the data as a User-Item-Context N-dimensional tensor instead of the traditional 2D [28, 52] . In terms of an interactive system, the paper [41] has shown that it was useful to consider the history of user interactions, more specifically changes in these entities. In the paper [20] , a co-occurrence analysis is used to mine the top frequent tags for songs from social tagging web sites, and topic modelling is used to determine a set of latent topics for each song. Recently, more techniques for context modeling were developed [13, 21, 56] .
In multi-criteria RS [1, 5, 35] (MCRS) the rating function has the following form:
The overall rating r0 for an item shows how well the user likes this item, while criteria ratings r1, . . . , rn provide more insight and explain which aspects of the item she likes. MCRS predicts the overall rating for an item based on the past ratings, using both overall and individual criteria ratings, and recommends to users the item with the best overall score. According to [1] , there are two basic approaches to compute the final rating prediction in the case when the overall rating is known. First, in similarity based approaches, the similarity between users is calculated based on their detailed ratings (e.g. Euclidean distance, Chebyshev distance, or
Pearson correlation). Second, in aggregation function based approaches, we exploit the assumption of a relationship between the overall and the criteria ratings, r0 = f (r1, . . . , r k ) (e.g. multiple linear regression techniques can be used). These two approaches have been significantly improved in [26] by using Support Vector regression and combining user-and item-based regression models with a weighted approach. Liu et al. [37] assumed that the overall rating highly correlates with criteria ratings that are particularly significant for individuals. RS methods are not easy to apply for large scale industrial applications. A large scale application of an unsupervised RS is presented in [24] , where the authors apply topic modeling techniques to discover user preferences for items in an online store. They apply Locality Sensitive Hashing techniques to overcome performance issues when computing recommendations.
To summarize, the key distinction of our work compared to previous efforts is twofold: First, we introduce new Continuous Cold Start (CoCoS ) settings that is common in e-commerce. Second, we propose the discovery of contextual user profiles (CUPs) within a CoCoS setting. CUPs are used both to build customized contextaware rankers (which can be done offline), and to map incoming users to the closest contextual user profile to provide contextual recommendations.
PROBLEM SETUP
In this section we will study our RQ1: How to characterize the continuous cold start problem in travel recommendation? First, we characterize the Continues Cold Start Problem (CoCoS ) in Section 3.1. Second, we introduce a Booking.com service Destination Finder that 'suffers' from CoCoS in Section 3.2. It will be our platform for experimentation in the remainder of the paper.
Characterizing Continuous Cold Start
CoCoS can in principle arise on both the user side and the items side. We characterize it using the following four features: S: data sparsity, related to the original cold-start problem; V: volatility, or the degree of variation in the object of interest; I: object identity, due to different technical [39] or law regulation related problems complicating correct identification; P: 'personas', or the different types of behavior expressed by one user in different situations.
The User Continuous Cold Start Problem (UCoCoS ) can be characterized by:
• S: new or rare users;
• V: users' interests change over time;
• I: a failure to match data from the same user;
• P: users have different interests at different, possibly closeby points in time.
New users arrive frequently as shown in Figure 1(A) , or may appear new when they do not log in or use a different device so we would fail to match their identity. Some websites are prone to extreme sparsity in user activity when items are purchased only rarely, such as travel, cars etc. Most users change their interests over time (volatility), e.g. movie preferences evolve, or travel needs change. On even shorter timescales, users have different personas. Depending on their mood or their social context, they might be interested in watching different movies. Depending on the weather or their travel purpose, they may want to book different types of trips as presented in Figure 1 (B). Similarly we characterize Item Continues Cold Start Problem (ICoCoS ): • S: new or rare items;
• V: item properties or value change over time;
• I: a failure to match data from the same item;
• P: an item appeals to different types of users.
New items appear frequently in e-commerce catalogues, as shown in Figure 2 (A) for accommodations at Booking.com. Some items are interesting only to niche audiences, or sold only rarely, for example books or movies on specialized topics. Items can be volatile if their properties change over time, such as a phone that becomes outdated once a newer model is released, or a hotel that undergoes a renovation. Figure 2 (B) shows fluctuations of the review score of a hotel at Booking.com. Some items have different 'personas' in that they target several user groups, such as a hotel that caters to business as well as leisure travellers. When several sellers can add items to an e-commerce catalogue, or when several catalogues are combined, correctly matching items can be problematic so we run into an item identity problem.
Optimizing Destination List within CoCoS
To motivate our problem set-up, we introduce a Booking.com service which allows to find travel destinations based on users' preferred activities: the Destination Finder. Consider a user who knows what activities she wants to do during her holidays, and is looking for travel destinations matching these activities. This process is a complex exploratory recommendation task in which users start by entering activities in the search box as shown in Figure 3 . The service returns a ranked list of recommended destinations [8] .
The underlying data is based on 'endorsements' of users that have booked a hotel at some destination via the online travel agent in the past. After the users visited the destination, they are asked to endorse the place using a set of endorsements. Initially, the set of endorsements was extracted from users' free-text reviews using a topic-modeling technique such as LDA [15, 40] . Nowadays, the set of endorsements consists of 256 activities such as 'Beach,' 'Nightlife,' 'Shopping,' etc. These endorsements imply that a user liked a destination for particular characteristics. Two examples of the collected sets of endorsements for two destinations 'Bangkok' and 'London' are shown in Figure 4 . As an example of the multi-criteria endorsement data, consider three endorsements: e1 = 'Beach', e2 = 'Shopping', and e3 = 'Family Friendly' and assume that a user uj after visiting a destination d k (e.g.'London') provides the review ri(uj, d k ) as:
This means our user ranks London for the 'Shopping' activity only. However, we cannot conclude that London is not 'Family Friendly', i.e. negative user opinions are hidden. In contrast to the ratings data of the traditional recommender systems setup, we are dealing with multi-criteria ranking data. Destination Finder is a good example of the service which is working under the CoCoS settings from both sides: users and items.
UCoCoS at Destination Finder It is used to plan holidays, so many users visit it infrequently because they have only one or two vacations per year, leading to the sparsity problem. Since users interact with service rarely-many changes can happen and they might shift their preferences from backpacking activities to family friendly places. Users can use different devices to search over Destination Finder without login to the system, so user matching is an actual problem. Users can express different types of preference while planning trips, e.g. they might go to a family friendly resort while traveling with children and look for 'Shark Diving' while planning holidays alone, so we need to deal with different user 'personas'.
ICoCoS at Destination Finder The list of destinations is growing continuously over time because users share their experience about new places, so we run into the item sparsity problem. User reviews for destination depends on contextual information. For example, the resort 'The Hague at North Sea' is widely endorsed for the activity 'Beach' during summer, but not during winter, so we run into the item volatility. Moreover, destination might change over time, e.g. a new aquarium is build and users start to endorse a place for it. Some destinations have different 'personas' in which they target several user groups, such as a destination which can be family friendly but at the same time has rich night live. Therefore, we have places that are expressing different 'personas'. These aspects of CoCoS at Destination Finder can be addressed partially by taking context into account. We propose that the described multi-criteria endorsements can be enhanced by contextual information. We build a contextual ranker for recommending destinations, whereas the current live systems uses an advanced noncontextualized ranker.
To summarize, we introduced the continuous cold start problem, and characterized the user and item sides of the CoCoS . We also introduced the Destination Finder setup that we used in this paper:
(1) we have a set of geographical destinations such as 'Paris', 'London', 'Amsterdam' etc.; (2) each destination is ranked by users who visited the place using a set of endorsements under some situation (which can be described by a set of contexts). In the setting of CoCoS , our main goal is to find ways to map any incoming user, without assuming prior history or explicit profiles, to some cluster of like-minded previous users using only contextual data. In the next section, we will discuss how to discover such contextual user profiles.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONTEXTUAL USER PROFILES
In this section we will study our RQ2: How to define and discover contextual user profiles from multi-criteria ranking data in an unsupervised setup? We present an overview of our framework for discovering multidimensional contextual user profiles (CUPs), as outlined in Figure 5 . It has two main stages: offline (A), and online (B). The discovery of multidimensional CUPs (A.1) happens during the offline stage and is described in Section 4.1. The process of using discovered CUPs is as follows: (A.2) during the offline stage, we apply the set of discovered CUPs to learn a customized ranker; and (B) during the online stage, we assign incoming users to one of the CUPs. The process of using CUPs is presented in Section 4.3. Section 4 defines CUPs in a generic way. In Section 5 we show how the framework can be applied to the Destination Finder.
Defining Contextual User Profiles
Apart from the reviews, as defined in Equation 4 , there is additional contextual information about the situation in which users made their choice (to consider or not to consider the suggested destination), e.g. the geographical location, the time (when a user is using Destination Finder), the users' device type, or the referral (where is a user coming from). We adopt the definition of the context as described in Equation 2.
In many real world RS it is not feasible to track user identity information uj for several reasons: (1) privacy issues: only a limited part of the user interaction history can be stored; (2) the cold-start problem: when a new user comes without prior history of interaction with the system; (3) a user does not have to be logged in: so we cannot make use of his interaction history. However, we would like to predict user preferences in order to supply him with suitable rec- Figure 5 : An overall framework for discovering multidimensional contextual user profiles. ommendations. Therefore, we want to detect a list of typical user situations using contextual information. This type of situational information we call CUPs. Contextual information can be represented as a n-dimensional space where the dimensions are the set of contextual features, {Fn} N n=1 , and the coordinates for each dimension are the contextual categories, {vm} M m=1 . For example, the contextual feature F1, 'User Device', is represented by the following contextual categories:
Op era tin g Sys tem (O S)
To simplify the notation we rewrite Equation 5 as:
The 3-dimensional example (cube) of contextual space is presented in Figure 6 (A) where we have three dimensions: {F1 = 'OS', F2 = 'Browser', F3 = 'Time'}. A contextual user profile is a region in the n-dimensional contextual space that represents 'typical' user behavior. When a user visits our service we can map him to one of the CUPs and use this insight into his preferences to improve the quality of the service, i.e. serving better travel recommendations in the Destination Finder.
Discovering Contextual User Profiles
We now discuss in more detail the process of discovering CUPs, as outlined in Figure 5 (A.1) . The review entities as defined in Equation 4 can be contextualized, i.e., extended by multidimensional contextual information C as depicted in Figure 5 (A.1.1) . We use the context definition presented in Equation 6 . The contextual review ri has the following form:
where:
1. uj is user information that is not stored explicitly, but in our setup we have contextual information regarding how a review is made;
2. d k is a destination which a user uj ranks using multi-criteria endorsements;
3. e1, . . . , eX are endorsements represented as binary values;
4. F11, . . . , FNM are contextual features represented in a binary way. For example, if a user is using a device with 'Windows' as OS and a 'Firefox' browser on Sunday, then the context vector is (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1).
In our setup we combine CARS and MCRS presented in Equation 1 and 3 accordingly. A key difference to standard settings is that we are dealing with sparse multi-criteria ranking data, not with ratings. Therefore, negative user opinions are hidden from us. Our assumption is that users give similar endorsements in similar situations, and that we can represent it by a subspace of contexts. In order to enrich the contextual space, we use the review entities with endorsements as an additional dimension to the n-dimensional contextual space. Some technique can be applied to discover 'closely connected' regions in the contextual space. After finding the contextual regions in the extended (n + 1)-dimensional cube we eliminate the endorsement dimension in order to derive CUPs which consist solely of contexts. This allows us to map new incoming users to CUPs.
The CUP is represented as an agglomeration of a discovered region. For example, if a clustering technique is applied then a cluster center would be an example of CUP, as we will explain in Section 5.2. In the example in Figure 5 (A.1.2), we discover two CUPs: CPp and CPq. The choice of the clustering method depends on the type of application. We detail the application to the Destination Finder in Section 5.2. Next, we discuss how the discovered CUPs can be used for ranking suggested destinations.
Using Contextual User Profiles
The process of using discovered CUPs can be divided into two main parts, see Figure 5 : (A.2) offline application of CUPs; and (B) online mapping of an incoming user to one of the CUPs.
During the offline stage, the set of CUPs can be used for splitting reviews in order to build a set of contextual rankers
where L is the number of discovered CUPs. Our assumption is that a set of contextual rankers serves 'better' (more suitable) results than a base ranker R b which is trained based on all reviews.
During the online stage, an incoming user is mapped to one of the CUPs. A user is represented by a vector of contexts as shown in Figure 5 (B.1). In order to map a user to one of the CUPs, CS1 or CS2, we can employ any distance metric D. The user would be assigned to the 'closest' CUP, which is CP1 in our example in Figure 5 (B). Then the user is supplied with a contextual ranker R1 which corresponds to CS1.
To summarize, we presented a general framework for discovering and using contextual user profiles. In principle, any contextual features can be used, including relatively shallow implicit situational context available in any online context. Also any ratings, reviews or other multi-criteria ranking data can be used, including travel endorsements. In the next section, we apply the framework to the Destination Finder application described in Section 3.
CONTEXTUAL TRAVEL RECOMMEN-DATIONS
In this section we will study our RQ3: How to apply contextual user profiles for the ranking of travel destinations in a continuous cold start setting? We present an example how our framework for discovering contextual user profiles (CUPs) from Section 4 can be applied to the Destination Finder. First, we describe the data used for our experimental pipeline in Section 5.1. Second, we use a clustering technique to discover contextual user profiles (CUPs) in Section 5.2. Third, we present in Section 5.3: (1) how these CUPs can be used within a ranking technique based on Naive Bayes; (2) how the customized rankings are deployed for online user traffic. We use standard clustering and ranking methods, such as k-means and Naive Bayes, which scale well to the volume of data available. These methods are sufficient to answer our main question about the value of context-aware recommendations. Further optimization is left for future work.
Data
In the offline training stage, we use reviews collected within the year 2014. The final set contains in total 5,138,494 reviews. We derive two types of data from web logs as contextual information:
• user agent data which is presented by four dimensions such as 'Device Type' with 5 contextual categories (mobile, tablet etc.), 'OS' with 27 contextual categories (Windows 8.1, Android, Linux, OS X etc.), 'Browser' with 114 contextual categories (Internet Explorer 6, Firefox 30, Firefox 34, Safari 7 etc.), and 'Traffic Type' with 16 contextual categories (web, mobile browser, application etc.);
• time data which is one dimensional: the day of the week (Monday, Tuesday etc.).
This type of contextual information is available in all typical web logs, and can be used to contextualize the reviews as presented in Figure 5 (A.1.1). In total, the contextual space has 5 dimensions with 397 coordinates. In the online testing stage, we run our experiment on live user traffic for 26,868 users.
Clustering Contextualized Reviews
We use a clustering technique to discover CUPs as shown in Figure 5 (A.1.2) . We apply k-means clustering [25] over the set of contextualized reviews as presented in Equation 7 . The number of clusters is selected based on Silhouette validation [47] , which results in 20 clusters as the optimal number.
After obtaining the final set of clusters, we eliminate the endorsement dimension by projecting on the contextual space. We analyze the set of contexts that is associated with the clusters in order to derive the set of CUPs. Because of the projection on the contextual space, clusters may overlap in some contextual categories.
The cluster centers represent the set of discovered CUPs. We calculate weights for the coordinates of the cluster centres as the ratio of the (number of times the coordinate Fnm appears within cluster Ci) divided by the (number of times the coordinate Fnm appears within all clusters). This weight wij (where i is a cluster identifier and j is an identifier of a coordinate Fnm) shows how strongly the contextual category Fnm is associated with cluster i: The closer wij to 1, the stronger the association.
We employ a pruning technique over the obtained list of CUPs in order to clean up some obvious noise. If wij is too small for some contextual category Fnm, then this category is distributed widely over all CUPs and it does not enhance our definition of CUP. After trails of experiments we empirically determine a threshold:If Fnm has wij < 0.2, we do not include it into the CUPs. For example, sometimes contextual categories such as 'Monday', 'Tuesday' are removed because apparently they do not reflect any 'specific' behavior. By applying this pruning technique we ended up with 17 clusters. We present an example of two pruned CUPs in Table 1 , which correspond to intuitions about similar users based on context. It may not be a priori clear why such a cluster provides meaningful context, but the clustering informs us that they have distinct interests and preferences.
Next, we will describe how the discovered CUPs can be applied to destination ranking.
Using Contextual User Profiles for Destination Ranking
As a primary ranking technique we use a Naive Bayes approach. We will describe its application with an example. Let us consider a user running the searching for 'Beach'. We need to return a ranked list of destinations. For instance, the ranking score for the destination 'Miami' is calculated using the following formula:
where P (Beach|Miami) is the probability that the destination Miami gets the endorsement 'Beach'. P (Miami) is a prior knowledge about Miami. In the simplistic case the prior would be a ratio of the number of endorsements for Miami to the total number of endorsements in our database.
If a user uses a second endorsement (e.g. + 'Food') the ranking score is calculated in the following way: If our user provides n endorsements, Equation 9 becomes a standard Naive Bayes formula.
We split our set of reviews according to the obtained clusters. Then we train a set of contextual rankers using the same approach as described in Equation 9 to obtain the customized rankers R(Ci)
. This process can be mapped to the general framework presented in Figure 5 (A.2) .
During the online stage, which is shown at general framework work-flow in Figure 5 (B), an incoming user to the Destination Finder is mapped to the closest CUP. As we use only situational context that does not change per session, we only have to assign our user to the nearest cluster once, and there is no need to update the assignment during the session. Then we use a ranker R(Ci) which corresponds to CUP.
As a distance metric we use Euclidean distance, which deals well with the different nature of some of the clusters (e.g., some clusters capture aspects of the day of the week, and others capture aspects of the used devices). More advanced mapping of users as mixtures of CUPs is left to future work, as our main goal in this paper is to determine the impact of contextual ranking.
To summarize, we described the use of the framework for discovering contextual user profiles for the Destination Finder. We contextualized reviews with user agent and time data. Our main goal is to determine the impact of contextual ranking, hence we use standard clustering and ranking methods. Specifically, we use k-means for clustering and Naive Bayes for ranking and we map incoming users to the nearest cluster based on euclidean distance. In the next section, we will present our experimental pipeline which involves online A/B testing at a major travel agent.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we will study our RQ4: How effective are contextual profiles for real-world users of the destination finder system in terms of user engagement measures? To test the effectiveness of contextualization, we perform experiments on users of Booking.com where an instance of the Destination Finder is running.
Research Methodology
We take advantage of a production A/B testing environment at a major online travel agency. A/B testing randomly splits users to see either the baseline or the new variant version of the website, which allows to measure the impact of the new version directly on real users [33, 55] . As baseline we use a non-contextualized ranker corresponding to the live system. This is an optimized system, trained on a massive volume of traffic, and far superior to standard baselines such as popularity [8] .
As our primary evaluation metric in the A/B test, we use clicksper-user and click-through-rate (CTR) [36] . As explained in the motivation, we are dealing with an exploratory task and therefore aim to increase customer engagement. More clicks-per-user and higher CTR are signals that users click more on the suggested destinations and interact more with the system. Table 2 shows the results of our A/B test. We see that the contextual ranker does not significantly change conversion compared to the baseline non-contextual ranker, i.e. the probability for a user to click at least once remains the same. Thus, our recommendations do not influence the basic user intent of using the Destination Finder. In contrast, the contextual ranker significantly increases further user engagement after the first click: The CTR increases by absolute 3.7%, and both CTR and clicks-per-user increase dramatically by relative 20% and 23%, respectively. Our contextual recommendations invite users to perform more searches and click on more recommendations, both per search and per user. In total, users are significantly more engaged with the Destination Finder when presented with contextual recommendations.
Results
We achieved this substantial increase in clicks with a simple contextualization using straightforward k-means clustering of reviews and a Naive Bayes ranker. Most computations can be done offline, and only simple calculations have to be performed online. Thus, our model could be trained on large data within reasonable time, and did not negatively impact wallclock and CPU time for the Destination Finder web pages in the online A/B test. This is crucial for a webscale production environment [33] .
To summarize, we compared our contextual travel recommendations against the same non-contextualized ranker. This allowed us to compare the effect of contextualization independently of the underlying ranking. This is a hard baseline corresponding to the current live system applied to the exact same data. We observe a dramatic increase in user engagement, with click-through rates and clicks by users increasing by 20%. The simplicity of our contextual models enables us to achieve this engagement without significantly increasing online CPU and memory usage. The experiments clearly demonstrate the value of contextual profiles in a real world application.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated the common case in e-commerce websites relying on search and recommendation to satisfy their user's needs, yet standard personalization and recommender systems rely on rich user profiles but the majority of users are new or visit highly infrequently-we face a continuous cold start recommendation problem. We specifically studied this problem in the context of one of the largest travel websites, Booking.com, and its Destination Finder service.
Our first research question was RQ1: How to characterize the continuous cold start problem in travel recommendation? We introduced and characterized the Continues Cold Start Problem (CoCoS ) that happens when users (UCoCoS ) or/and items (ICoCoS ) remain 'cold' for a long time, and can even 'cool down' again after some time due to some external signals.
Our second research question was RQ2: How to define and discover contextual user profiles from multi-criteria ranking data in an unsupervised setup? We presented a general framework for discovering and using contextual user profiles. Since we work in settings of CoCoS clients visit infrequently and have volatile interests, we cannot rely on historical user interactions. Mining situational profiles to which we can map an incoming user is an effective way to deal with data sparsity and changing user interests. In principle, any contextual features can be used, including relatively shallow implicit situational context available in any online context. Also any ratings, reviews or other multi-criteria ranking data can be used, including travel endorsements. Similar endorsement data is being used in a venue recommendation benchmark [59] .
Our third research question was RQ3: How to apply contextual user profiles for the ranking of travel destinations in a continuous cold start setting? We used the general framework for discovering contextual user profiles for the Destination Finder. As explicit situational context is not available in typical real world application, implicit cues from transaction logs used at scale can capture the essential features of situational context. We contextualized reviews with user agent and time data. Our main goal is to determine the impact of contextual ranking, hence we used standard methods, specifically k-means for clustering and Naive Bayes for ranking. We mapped incoming users to the nearest cluster based on Euclidean distance.
Our fourth research question was RQ4: How effective are contextual profiles for real-world users of the destination finder system in terms of user engagement measures? We compared our contextual travel recommendations to a non-contextual ranker. This is a hard baseline corresponding to the current live system. Contextual user profiles can be created offline, resulting in a set of smaller models compared to the single, huge, non-contextual model, making contextual ranking available with negligible CPU or memory footprint. We observed an increase in user engagement, with higher click-through rates (20%) and higher clicks per user (21%).
Our general conclusion is that our contextual ranking approach shows a dramatic increase in user engagement over a non-contextual baseline, clearly demonstrating the value of contextualized profiles in a real world application that suffers from CoCoS . We focused on an e-commerce setting, applicable to millions of online companies, where the continuous cold start is the rule rather than the exception. But also in settings such as the internet search engines where interactions are frequent and rich profiles are typically available, our approach has large potential value. The problem of fast changing content is well-known [19] . Perhaps the fraction of new users is small, yet they may be important enough to warrant extra effort, think of new users considering a search engine switch [62] .
Our future work is to further investigate the following directions. First, we plan to extend the contextual space, for example using the geographical location of the user. However, this is not straightforward since simple splitting using some ontological knowledge, e.g. country, can lead to very skewed distributions of traffic within the contextual features and fails to capture deeper relations in the data. More generally, we plan to look into unsupervised techniques for the context discovery, over a wider range of contextual conditions including aspects of the session at hand. Second, it is promising to extend our method of mapping incoming users to one of the discovered CUPs to a 'fuzzy' mapping in which a user can be assigned to two or more CUPs. This will allow to serve a personalized ranking based on the resulting mixture weights in the model, while still maintaining online efficiency. Third, we will look into possibilities of more efficient and accurate CUPs discovery techniques, looking also in adaptive models that take into account long term trends such as seasonal differences.
